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What You Should Read after The Hunger Games 
A Bibliography Compiled by the Pelham Public Library Teen Department 

 

In Suzanne Collins’s YA dystopian Hunger Games trilogy, lone-wolf Katniss Everdeen takes a 

stand against her corrupt government after she’s forced to compete in the deadly government-

sanctioned Hunger Games. If you’ve enjoyed The Hunger Games and are looking for your next 

dystopian series to binge-read, check out these titles. (Please note: not all titles will be appropriate 

for all teens.) 

 

 

Ahmed, Samira 

Internment 

 Gr 9 Up. “Set in a horrifying near-future United States, seventeen-year-old Layla Amin and 

her parents are forced into an internment camp for Muslim American citizens. With the help of 

newly made friends also trapped within the internment camp, her boyfriend on the outside, and 

an unexpected alliance, Layla begins a journey to fight for freedom, leading a revolution against 

the camp’s Director and his guards.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Aveyard, Victoria 

Red Queen (#1) 

Gr 7 Up. “Mare Barrow’s world is divided by blood—those with common, Red blood serve 

the Silver-blooded elite, who are gifted with superhuman abilities. Mare is a Red, scraping by as 

a thief in a poor, rural village, until a twist of fate throws her in front of the Silver court. Before 

the king, princes, and all the nobles, she discovers she has an ability of her own. To cover up this 

impossibility, the king forces her to play the role of a lost Silver princess and betroths her to one 

of his own sons. As Mare is drawn further into the Silver world, she risks everything and uses 

her new position to help the Scarlet Guard—a growing Red rebellion—even as her heart tugs her 

in an impossible direction. One wrong move can lead to her death, but in the dangerous game she 

plays, the only certainty is betrayal.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Bacigalupi, Paolo 

Ship Breaker (#1) 

 Gr 7 Up. “In America’s flooded Gulf Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is scarcer. 

Grounded oil tankers are being broken down for parts by crews of young people. Nailer, a 

teenage boy, works the light crew, scavenging for copper wiring just to make quota—and 

hopefully live to see another day. But when, by luck or by chance, he discovers an exquisite 

clipper ship beached during a recent hurricane, Nailer faces the most important decision of his 

life: Strip the ship for all it’s worth or rescue its lone survivor, a beautiful and wealthy girl who 

could lead him to a better life...” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

 

 



Bracken, Alexandra 

The Darkest Minds (#1) 

Gr 9 Up. “When Ruby woke up on her 10th birthday, something about her had changed. 

Something frightening enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and call the police. 

Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a brutal government ‘rehabilitation camp.’ She might 

have survived the mysterious disease that had killed most of America’s children, but she and the 

others emerged with something far worse: frightening abilities they could not control. Now 16, 

Ruby is one of the dangerous ones. When the truth comes out, Ruby barely escapes Thurmond 

with her life. She is on the run, desperate to find the only safe haven left for kids like her—East 

River. She joins a group of kids who have escaped their own camp. Liam, their brave leader, is 

falling hard for Ruby. But no matter how much she aches for him, Ruby can’t risk getting close. 

Not after what happened to her parents. When they arrive at East River, nothing is as it seems, 

least of all its mysterious leader. But there are other forces at work, people who will stop at 

nothing to use Ruby in their fight against the government. Ruby will be faced with a terrible 

choice, one that may mean giving up her only chance at having a life worth living.” (Publisher’s 

summary) 

 

Cass, Kiera 

The Selection (#1) 

 Gr 7 Up. For thirty-five girls, the Selection is the chance of a lifetime. The opportunity to 

escape a rigid caste system, live in a palace, and compete for the heart of gorgeous Prince 

Maxon. But for America Singer, being Selected is a nightmare. It means turning her back on her 

secret love with Aspen, who is a caste below her, and competing for a crown she doesn’t want. 

Then America meets Prince Maxon—and realizes that the life she’s always dreamed of may not 

compare to a future she never imagined.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Charbonneau, Joelle 

The Testing (#1) 

 Gr 7 Up. “It’s graduation day for 16 year old Malencia Vale, and the entire Five Lakes 

Colony (the former Great Lakes) is celebrating. All Cia can think about—hope for—is whether 

she’ll be chosen for The Testing, a United Commonwealth program that selects the best and 

brightest new graduates to become possible leaders of the slowly revitalizing post-war 

civilization. When Cia is chosen, her father finally tells her about his own nightmarish half-

memories of The Testing. Armed with his dire warnings (‘Cia, trust no one’), she bravely heads 

off to Tosu City, far away from friends and family, perhaps forever. Danger, romance—and 

sheer terror—await.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Condie, Ally 

Matched (#1) 

 “In the Society, Officials decide. Who you love. Where you work. When you die. Cassia has 

always trusted the Society’s choices. And when her best friend appears on the Matching screen, 

she is certain he’s the one—until she sees another face flash for an instant before the screen fades 

to black. Now she is faced with impossible choices: between Xander and Ky, between the only 

life she’s ever known and a path no has dared to follow…between perfection and the truth.” 

(Publisher’s summary) 

 



Dashner, James 

The Maze Runner (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle of a maze and 

realizes he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he is to escape.” 

(Publisher’s summary) 

 

DeStefano, Lauren 

Wither (Chemical Garden Trilogy #1) 

 “By age 16, Rhine Ellery has four years left to live. She can thank modern science for this 

genetic time bomb. A botched effort to create a perfect race has left all males with a lifespan of 

25 years, and females with a lifespan of 20 years. Geneticists are seeking a miracle antidote to 

restore the human race, desperate orphans crowd the population, crime and poverty have 

skyrocketed, and young girls are being kidnapped and sold as polygamous brides to bear more 

children. When Rhine is kidnapped and sold as a bride, she vows to do all she can to escape. Her 

husband, Linden, is hopelessly in love with her, and Rhine can’t bring herself to hate him as 

much as she’d like to. He opens her to a magical world of wealth and illusion she never thought 

existed, and it almost makes it possible to ignore the clock ticking away her short life. But Rhine 

quickly learns that not everything in her new husband’s strange world is what it seems. Her 

father-in-law, an eccentric doctor bent on finding the antidote, is hoarding corpses in the 

basement. Her fellow sister wives are to be trusted one day and feared the next, and Rhine is 

desperate to communicate to her twin brother that she is safe and alive. Will Rhine be able to 

escape—before her time runs out?” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Doctorow, Cory 

Little Brother (#1) 

Gr 10 Up. “Marcus, a.k.a ‘w1n5t0n,’ is only seventeen years old, but he figures he already 

knows how the system works—and how to work the system. Smart, fast, and wise to the ways of 

the networked world, he has no trouble outwitting his high school’s intrusive but clumsy 

surveillance systems. But his whole world changes when he and his friends find themselves 

caught in the aftermath of a major terrorist attack on San Francisco. In the wrong place at the 

wrong time, Marcus and his crew are apprehended by the Department of Homeland Security and 

whisked away to a secret prison where they're mercilessly interrogated for days. When the DHS 

finally releases them, Marcus discovers that his city has become a police state where every 

citizen is treated like a potential terrorist. He knows that no one will believe his story, which 

leaves him only one option: to take down the DHS himself.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Fisher, Catherine 

Incarceron (#1) 

 Gr 7 Up. “Incarceron is a prison so vast that it contains not only cells and corridors, but 

metal forests, dilapidated cities, and wilderness. It has been sealed for centuries, and only one 

man has ever escaped. Finn has always been a prisoner here. Although he has no memory of his 

childhood, he is sure he came from Outside. His link to the Outside, his chance to break free, is 

Claudia, the warden’s daughter, herself determined to escape an arranged marriage. They are up 

against impossible odds, but one thing looms above all: Incarceron itself is alive…” (Publisher’s 

summary) 

 



Grant, Michael 

Gone (#1) 

Gr 7 Up. “In the blink of an eye, everyone disappears. Gone. Except for the young. There are 

teens, but not one single adult. Just as suddenly, there are no phones, no internet, no television. 

No way to get help. And no way to figure out what’s happened. Hunger threatens. Bullies rule. A 

sinister creature lurks. Animals are mutating. And the teens themselves are changing, developing 

new talents—unimaginable, dangerous, deadly powers—that grow stronger by the day. It's a 

terrifying new world. Sides are being chosen, a fight is shaping up. Townies against rich kids. 

Bullies against the weak. Powerful against powerless. And time is running out: on your birthday, 

you disappear just like everyone else…” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Lowry, Lois 

The Giver (#1) 

 Gr 6 Up. “The haunting story centers on twelve-year-old Jonas, who lives in a seemingly 

ideal, if colorless, world of conformity and contentment. Not until he is given his life assignment 

as the Receiver of Memory does he begin to understand the dark, complex secrets behind his 

fragile community.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Lu, Marie 

Warcross (#1) 

Gr 7 Up. “When teenage coder Emika Chen hacks her way into the opening tournament of 

the Warcross Championships, she glitches herself into the game as well as a sinister plot with 

major consequences for the entire Warcross empire.” (Publisher’s summary) 

Similar titles by this author: 

 Legend (#1) 

 The Young Elites (#1) 

 

Mafi, Tahereh 

Shatter Me (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “One touch is all it takes. One touch, and Juliette Ferrars can leave a fully grown 

man gasping for air. One touch, and she can kill. No one knows why Juliette has such incredible 

power. It feels like a curse, a burden that one person alone could never bear. But The 

Reestablishment sees it as a gift, sees her as an opportunity. An opportunity for a deadly weapon. 

Juliette has never fought for herself before. But when she’s reunited with the one person who 

ever cared about her, she finds a strength she never knew she had.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 Similar titles by this author: 

 An Ember in the Ashes 

 

Meyer, Marissa 

Cinder (Lunar Chronicles #1) 

Gr 9 Up. “As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar 

people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai and 

must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take on the 

Cinderella story.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

 



Ness, Patrick 

The Knife of Never Letting Go (Chaos Walking #1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the settlers were 

infected with the Noise germ, Todd can hear everything the men think, and they can hear 

everything he thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a man, but in the midst of the 

cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding something from him—something so awful that 

Todd is forced to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears too. With hostile 

men from the town in pursuit, the two stumble upon a strange and eerily silent creature: a girl. 

Who is she? Why wasn’t she killed by the germ like all the other females on New World? 

Propelled by Todd’s gritty narration, readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in which a boy 

on the cusp of manhood must unlearn everything he knows in order to figure out who he truly 

is.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Oliver, Lauren 

Delirium (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “In an alternate United States, love has been declared a dangerous disease, and the 

government forces everyone who reaches eighteen to have a procedure called the Cure. Living 

with her aunt, uncle, and cousins in Portland, Maine, Lena Haloway is very much looking 

forward to being cured and living a safe, predictable life. She watched love destroy her mother 

and isn’t about to make the same mistake. But with 95 five days left until her treatment, Lena 

meets enigmatic Alex, a boy from the Wilds who lives under the government’s radar. What will 

happen if they do the unthinkable and fall in love?” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Roth, Veronica 

Divergent (#1) 

 Gr 7 Up. “In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five 

predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more 

difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that 

the society she lives in is not perfect after all.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Sandler, Karen 

Tankborn (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “On rugged planet Loka, life for best friends Kayla and Mishalla is arduous at best. 

They are GENs, Genetically Engineered Non-humans, gestated in a tank and then sent to work as 

slaves as soon as they reach age fifteen. When Kayla is Assigned to care for Zul Manel, the 

patriarch of a trueborn family, she finds secrets and surprises not least of which is her budding 

friendship with Zul’s handsome great-grandson. Meanwhile, the children that Mishalla is 

Assigned to care for are being stolen in the middle of the night, and a strange lowborn boy is 

hanging around nearby. Both girls must put their lives and hearts at risk to crack open a sinister 

conspiracy, revealing secrets no one is ready to face.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Shusterman, Neal 

Scythe (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has conquered 

all those things, and has even conquered death. Now Scythes are the only ones who can end 

life—and they are commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of the population under control. 



Citra and Rowan are chosen to apprentice to a scythe—a role that neither wants. These teens 

must master the ‘art’ of taking life, knowing that the consequence of failure could mean losing 

their own.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 Similar titles by this author: 

 Unwind (#1) 

 

Smith, Alexander Gordon 

Lockdown (Escape from Furnace #1) 

 Gr 9 Up. “Furnace Penitentiary: the world's most secure prison for young offenders, buried a 

mile beneath the earth’s surface. Convicted of a murder he didn’t commit, sentenced to life 

without parole, ‘new fish’ Alex Sawyer knows he has two choices: find a way out, or resign 

himself to a death behind bars, in the darkness at the bottom of the world. Except in Furnace, 

death is the least of his worries. Soon Alex discovers that the prison is a place of pure evil, where 

inhuman creatures in gas masks stalk the corridors at night, where giants in black suits drag 

screaming inmates into the shadows, where deformed beasts can be heard howling from the 

blood-drenched tunnels below. And behind everything is the mysterious, all-powerful warden, a 

man as cruel and dangerous as the devil himself, whose unthinkable acts have consequences that 

stretch far beyond the walls of the prison. Together with a bunch of inmates―some innocent 

kids who have been framed, others cold-blooded killers―Alex plans an escape. But as he starts 

to uncover the truth about Furnace’s deeper, darker purpose, Alex’s actions grow ever more 

dangerous, and he must risk everything to expose this nightmare that’s hidden from the eyes of 

the world.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Wells, Dan 

Partials (#1) 

 Gr 8 Up. “Humanity is all but extinguished after a war with Partials—engineered organic 

beings identical to humans—has decimated the population. Reduced to only tens of thousands by 

a weaponized virus to which only a fraction of humanity is immune, the survivors in North 

America have huddled together on Long Island. But 16 year old Kira is determined to find a 

solution. As she tries desperately to save what is left of her race, she discovers that the survival 

of both humans and Partials rests in her attempts to answer questions about the war’s origin that 

she never knew to ask.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Westerfeld, Scott 

Uglies (#1) 

Gr 7 Up. “Tally is about to turn sixteen, and she can’t wait. In just a few weeks she’ll have 

the operation that will turn her from a repellent ugly into a stunningly attractive pretty. And as a 

pretty, she’ll be catapulted into a high-tech paradise where her only job is to have fun. But 

Tally’s new friend Shay isn’t sure she wants to become a pretty. When Shay runs away, Tally 

learns about a whole new side of the pretty world—and it isn’t very pretty. The authorities offer 

Tally a choice: find her friend and turn her in, or never turn pretty at all. Tally’s choice will 

change her world forever.” 

 Similar titles by this author: 

 Imposters (#1) 

 

 



Yancey, Rick 

The 5th Wave (#1) 

 Gr 9 Up. “After the 1st wave, only darkness remains. After the 2nd, only the lucky escape. 

And after the 3rd, only the unlucky survive. After the 4th wave, only one rule applies: trust no 

one. Now, it’s the dawn of the 5th wave, and on a lonely stretch of highway, Cassie runs from 

Them. The beings who only look human, who roam the countryside killing anyone they see. 

Who have scattered Earth’s last survivors. To stay alone is to stay alive, Cassie believes, until 

she meets Evan Walker. Beguiling and mysterious, Evan Walker may be Cassie’s only hope for 

rescuing her brother—or even saving herself. But Cassie must choose: between trust and despair, 

between defiance and surrender, between life and death. To give up or to get up.” (Publisher’s 

summary) 

 

Young, Moira 

Blood Red Road (Dust Lands #1) 

Gr 8 Up. “Saba has spent her whole life in Silverlake, a dried-up wasteland ravaged by 

constant sandstorms. The Wrecker civilization has long been destroyed, leaving only landfills for 

Saba and her family to scavenge from. That’s fine by her, as long as her beloved twin brother 

Lugh is around. But when a monster sandstorm arrives, along with four cloaked horsemen, 

Saba’s world is shattered. Lugh is captured, and Saba embarks on a quest to get him back. 

Suddenly thrown into the lawless, ugly reality of the world outside of desolate Silverlake, Saba is 

lost without Lugh to guide her. So perhaps the most surprising thing of all is what Saba learns 

about herself: she is a fierce fighter, an unbeatable survivor, and a cunning opponent. She has the 

power to take down a corrupt society from the inside. Teamed up with a handsome daredevil 

named Jack and a gang of girl revolutionaries called the Free Hawks, Saba stages a showdown 

that will change the course of her own civilization.” (Publisher’s summary) 

 

Young, Suzanne 

The Program (#1) 

Gr 8 Up. “When suicide becomes a worldwide epidemic, the only known cure is The 

Program, a treatment in which painful memories are erased, a fate worse than death to 17 year 

old Sloane who knows that The Program will steal memories of her dead brother and boyfriend.” 

(Publisher’s summary) 

 

 

 

 


